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ABSTRACT Objective: Entropy Optimization Methods (EOM) have important applications, 
especially in statistics, economy, engineering, survival data analysis and etc. There are several 
examples in the literature that known statistical data do not conform to theoretical distribu-
tions, however do conform the entropy optimization distributions well. In the present study, 
survival data of male patients with localized cancer of a rectum diagnosed in Connecticut from 
1935 to 1944 is analyzed by using Generalized Entropy Optimization Methods (GEOM) in the 
form of the MinMinxEnt and the MaxMinxEnt methods. Material and Methods: The 
MinMinxEnt and the MaxMinxEnt methods have suggested distributions in the form of the 
MinMinxEnt, the MaxMinxEnt distributions which are closest to statistical data and furthest 
from statistical data in the sense of Kullback-Leibler measure, respectively. Results: The results 
are acquired by using statistical software MATLAB. The performances of MinMixEnt and 
MaxMinxEnt methods are established by Chi-Square, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and 
Kullback-Leibler criteria. It is shown that ������������	 is better than ��
���������	 dis-
tribution in the sense of Kullback-Leibler measure to mentioned data. Furthermore, in the 
sense of RMSE criteria ��
���������	 distribution is more suitable for statistical data than 
������������	 distribution. These results are also corroborated by graphical representation. 
Conclusion: In this study, it is shown that ������������	 and ��
���������	 distributions 
more successfully represent Survival Data. Our investigation indicates that GEOM in survival 
data analysis yields reasonable results. 
 
Keywords: Generalized entropy optimization methods; MinMinxEnt; 
  MaxMinxEnt distributions; Kullback-Leibler measure  
 
 
 

ÖZET Amaç: Entropi Optimizasyon Yöntemleri (EOY) özellikle istatistik, ekonomi, mühendislik, 
sağkalım veri analizi vb. alanlarda önemli uygulamalara sahiptir. Literatürde istatistiksel verinin bili-
nen teorik dağılımlara uymadığı ancak entropi optimizasyon dağılımlarına iyi bir şekilde uyduğunu 
gösteren çeşitli örneklerin varlığı mevcuttur. Bu çalışmada, Connecticut şehrinde 1935-1944 yılları 
arasındaki bağırsak kanseri tanısı konulmuş erkek hastaların sağkalım verileri MinMinxEnt ve 
MaxMinxEnt yöntemleri şeklinde Genelleştirilmiş Entropi Optimizasyon Yöntemleri (GEOY) kulla-
nılarak analiz edilmiştir. Gereç ve Yöntemler: MinMinxEnt ve MaxMinxEnt yöntemleri Kullback-
Leibler ölçümüne göre sırasıyla, istatistiksel veriye en yakın ve en uzak MinMinxEnt ve 
MaxMinxEnt dağılımların bulunmasını sunmaktadır. Bulgular: Sonuçlar MATLAB Programını uygu-
lamakla elde edilmiştir. MinMinxEnt ve MaxMinxEnt yöntemlerinin performansı Ki-Kare, Hata Ka-
reler Ortalamasının Kökü (RMSE), ve Kullback-Leibler ölçümü kriterleri kullanılarak belirlenmiştir. 
Kullbak-Leibler ölçümüne göre bahsi geçen veri için ������������	 dağılımının ��
���������	
dağılımından daha iyi olduğu gösterilmiştir. Dahası, RMSE Kriterine göre, veriye ��
���������	
dağılımı ������������	 dağılımından daha iyi uyum sağlamaktadır. Sonuçlar grafiksel olarak da 
gösterilmiştir. Sonuç: Bu çalışmada, ������������	 ve ��
���������	 dağılımlarının Sağkalım 
verilerini başarılı bir şekilde temsil ettiği gözlenmiştir. Araştırmalarımız göstermiştir ki sağkalım veri 
analizinde GEOY başarılı sonuçlar vermektedir. 
 
Anahtar Kelimeler: Genelleştirilmiş entropi optimizasyon yöntemleri; MinMinxEnt;  
                                   MaxMinxEnt yöntemleri; Kullback-Leibler ölçümü  
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ntropy Optimization Methods (EOM) have important applications, especially in statistics, econo-

my, engineering survival data analysis and so on. There are several examples in the literature that 

known statistical data do not conform to theoretical distributions, however do conform the entro-

py optimization distributions well.1 Generalized Entropy Optimization Methods (GEOM) have suggested 

distributions in the form of MinMinxEnt, MaxMinxEnt which are closest to statistical data and furthest 

from mentioned data in the sense of information theory, respectively. For this reason, GEOM can be more 

successfully applied in Survival Data Analysis.2-6 

Different aspects and methods of investigations of survival data analysis are considered in.7-12 

In particular in the paper it is investigated several problems of hazard rate function estimation based on 

the maximum entropy principle.10 The potential applications include developing several classes of the 

maximum entropy distributions which can be used to model different data-generating distributions that 

satisfy certain information constraints on the hazard rate function. 

In order to represent the results of our investigations, we give some auxiliary concepts and facts  

first. 

    SURVIVAL DATA ANALYSIS 

Survival Time: Survival time can be defined broadly as the time to the occurrence of a given event. This 

event can be the development of a disease, response to a treatment, relapse or death.13 

Censoring: The techniques for reducing experimental time are known as censoring. In survival analysis, 

the observations are lifetimes which can be indefinitely long. So quite often the experiment is so de-

signed that the time required for collecting the data is reduced to manageable levels.  

Let � be a continuous, non-negative valued random variable representing the lifetime of a unit. This is 

the time for which an individual (or unit) carries out its appointed task satisfactorily and then passes in-

to “failed” or “dead” state thereafter.14 

    GENERALIZED ENTROPY OPTIMIZATION METHODS (GEOM) 

Entropy Optimization Problem (EOP) and Generalized Entropy Optimization problem (GEOP) can be 

formulated in the following form.3,15 

EOP: Let ������ be given probability density function (p.d.f.) of random variable �, � be an entropy op-

timization measure and ���� be a given moment vector function generating � moment constraints. It is 

required to obtain the distribution corresponding to ����, which gives extreme value to �.3 

GEOP: Let ������ be given probability density function of random variable �, � be an entropy optimi-

zation measure and � be a set of given moment vector functions. It is required to choose moment vector 

functions ����, ���� ∈ � such that ���� defines entropy optimization distribution ������� closest to 

������, ���� defines entropy optimization distribution ������� furthest from ������ with respect to en-

tropy optimization measure �. If � is taken as Shannon entropy measure, then ������� is called the 

MinMaxEnt distribution, and ������� is called the MaxMaxEnt distribution. If � is taken as Kullback - 

Leibler measure, then ������� is called the MinMinxEnt distribution, and ������� is called the 

MaxMinxEnt distribution.3 

The method of solving GEOP is called as GEOM. 

E
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MinxEnt FUNCTIONAL 

The problem of minimizing Kullback-Leibler functional (function) 

��� ∶ �� = ∑ �� ln � 
! 

"�#� , � = ���,⋯ , �"�, � = ���,⋯ , �"�                                                                          �1� 
subject to constraints 

∑ ���'���� = (' 	, * = 0,1,2,⋯ ,�"�#�                                                                                           �2� 
where ( = 1, ���� = 1, �� ≥ 0, � = 1,2,⋯ , �	,� + 1 < �	and 	�� ≥ 0, � = 1,2,⋯ , �	; 
∑ �� ≤ 1"�#�  has solution  

�� = ��23∑ 4565�7 �859: 	, � = 1,2,⋯ , �                                                                                         �3� 
where <'�* = 0,1,2,⋯ ,�� are Lagrange multipliers. In the literature, there have been numerous studies 

that have calculated these multipliers.2 In this study, we use the MATLAB program to calculate La-

grange multipliers. 

If �3� is substituted in �1�, the minimum value of ��� ∶ �� is obtained:  

��� ∶ �� = ∑ ��23∑ 4565�7 �859: =−∑ <'�'����?'# @"�#� = −∑ <'('?'# 	.	                                     �4� 
If distribution ��� = C��

��,⋯ , �"
��D is calculated from the data, the moment vector value ( =

�1, (�, ⋯(?� can be obtained for each moment vector function ���� = =1, �����,⋯ , �?���@. Thus, 

��� ∶ �� is considered as a functional of ���� and called the MinxEnt functional (function) and is noted 

by E���. 
MinMinxEnt and MaxMinxEnt DISTRIBUTIONS 

Let �	be the compact set of moment vector functions ����. E��� reaches its least and greatest values in 

this compact set, because of its continuity property. For this reason, 

���6∈F E��� = E=����@;	�
�6∈F E��� =E=����@. 

Consequently, E=����@ ≤ E=����@. Distribu-tions ���� = C��
���,⋯ , �"

���D and ���� = C��
���,⋯ , �"

���D corre-

sponding to the ������� and	�������,	 respectively, are called MinMinxEnt and MaxMinxEnt distribu-

tions.2,3 

    MinMinxEnt and MaxMinxEnt METHODS FOR  
    SURVIVAL DATA 

MinMinxEnt and MaxMinxEnt DISTRIBUTIONS 

In the present research, the data of male patients with localized cancer of a rectum diagnosed in Con-

necticut from 1935 to 1944 given in Table 1 is considered.13 

In this investigation, the experiment is planned for 388 numbers of patients surviving at beginning of 

interval but the presence of censoring from the planning patients 52	individuals stay out the experi-

ment. This situation is taken into account in Table 2. 

The presence of censoring in the survival times leads to situation that for the survival data the sum of 

observation probabilities stands less than 1. For this reason in solving many problems it is required to 
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supplement the sum of observation probabilities up to 1. Consequently, the basing of the admissibility of 

this method of supplementation acquires a new significance. Mentioned problem is solved by applying 

the MinMinxEnt and MaxMinxEnt methods so that among Entropy Optimization Distributions with re-

spect to the Kullback-Leibler measure, it is chosen distribution which is closest to observed probability 

distribution or furthest from this distribution. Since the sum of observed probabilities �� , � = 1,2,⋯ ,10	is 
0.9821	in	Table	2	, according to the number of censoring, supplementary probability 1	 − 0.9821	 =
	0.0179 is uniformly distributed to each censoring data and corrected probabilities ��∗, � = 1,2,⋯ ,10 are 

obtained. 

Let � = Q��,⋯ , �RS be the set of characterizing moment vector functions and all combinations of T el-

ements of � taken �	elements at a time be �,?	. We note that, each element of �,? is vector � with � 

components.  

Solving the MinMinxEnt and the MaxMinxEnt problems require to find vector functions C����, �������D, 

C����, �������D, where ���� = 1, ���� ∈ �,?, 	���� ∈ �,? which give minimum and maximum values, 

respectively to E��� with respect to Kullback-Leibler measure. It should be noted that E���	reaches its 

minimum (maximum) value subject to constraints generated by function ���� and all	� −dimensional 

vector functions ����, � ∈ �,?. In other words, minimum (maximum) value of E��� is the least (the 

TABLE 1: The data of male patients with localized cancer of a rectum diagnosed  
in Connecticut from 1935 to 1944. 

																														U 

 

Survival Time (year) 

																																				VW 

Number of patients surviving at  

beginning of interval 

																													�XW� 

Number of patients dying  

in interval 

																																		�YW� 

Number of patients censoring  

in interval 

1 388 167 2 
2 219 45 1 
3 173 45 1 
4 127 19 0 
5 108 17 0 
6 91 11 1 
7 79 8 0 
8 71 5 0 
9 66 6 1 
10 59 7 0 

 

TABLE 2: Observation probabilities, Corrected probabilities. 

																					U 

 

																							VWZ 
 

																				XW 
 

																					YW 
 

																			[W 
Observed probabilities 

																											\W∗ 

Corrected probabilities 

0-1 336 167 2 0.4970 0.5030 
1-2 167 45 1 0.1339 0.1369 
2-3 121 45 1 0.1339 0.1369 
3-4 75 19 0 0.0565 0.0565 
4-5 56 17 0 0.0506 0.0506 
5-6 39 11 1 0.0327 0.0357 
6-7 27 8 0 0.0238 0.0238 
7-8 19 5 0 0.0149 0.0149 
8-9 14 6 1 0.0179 0.0208 

9-10 7 7 0 0.0208 0.0208 
Source: In here, ��Z denotes that number of patients surviving except for the presence of censoring from the planning patients 52 individuals  at beginning of interval 
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greatest) value of �?�" values corresponding to ����, � ∈ �,?. If C����	, �������D ]C����, �������D^ 

gives the minimum (maximum) value to E��� then distribution ���� = C��
���,⋯ , �"

���D	]���� =
C��

���,⋯ , �"
���D^ corresponding to C����, �������D ]C�, �������D^ is called the MinMinxEnt (the 

MaxMinxEnt) distribution.  

Corollary: If by	������������?	���
���������?� denote the MinMinxEnt (the MaxMinxEnt) distri-

bution corresponding to � moment conditions generated by moment functions ����, � ∈ �,? and 

� = ���, ⋯ , �"� is given distribution then inequalities 

�=������������?_ ∶ �@ ≤ �=������������?` ∶ �@ 

�=��
���������?_ ∶ �@ ≤ �=��
���������?` ∶ �@ 

are fulfilled, when �� < ��. In other words, Kullback -Leibler measure of the MinMinxEnt distribution 

depending on the number � of moment conditions increases. Moreover for any �	the inequality 

����
���������? ∶ �� > ��������������? ∶ �� 

takes place.  

This result shows that both distributions can be applied in solving proper problems in survival data 

analysis. 

In our investigation as components of � characterizing moment vector functions  ����� = �, ����� =
��, �b��� = c� � , �	��� = �c� ���, �d���= c��1 + ��� are chosen.  

Consequently, � = Q��,⋯ , �dS.	For example, if � = 3 then =�, ����@ = �1, �, ��, c���, ���� ∈ �,b	gives 

the least value to E��� and =�, ����@ = �1, ��, c��, c��1 + ����, ���� ∈ �,b gives the greatest value to 

E���.  

The MinxEnt distributions corresponding to ��, ��, ���� = 1, � ∈ �,?	, � = 1,⋯ ,4	and ��� ∶ �� values 

are shown in Table 3-6. By virtue of these tables are also obtained ������������?, ��
���������?, 

� = 1,⋯ ,4	distributions and �?�" = ��������������?: ��, �?f7 = ����
���������?: ��, � =
1,⋯ ,4 which are shown in Table 7, 8. It should be noted that the MinxEnt, ������������?, 

��
���������?, � = 1,⋯ ,4	distributions for the investigated data are determined by using MATLAB. 

In order to obtain the performance of the mentioned distributions, we use various criteria as Root Mean 

Square Error (RMSE), Chi-Square, and Kullback-Leibler measures of distributions. The acquired results 

are demonstrated in Table 9 and Table 10.  

In the sense of RMSE criteria each ������������?	�� = 1,2,3� distribution is better than correspond-

ing ��
���������?	�� = 1,2,3� distribution but, ��
���������	 distribution is more suitable for 

statistical data than ������������	 distribution. These results also are corroborated by graphical repre-

sentation (see Figure 1 (a), 1 (b)-4 (a), 4 (b) ). 

This result shows that	������������	 is better than the ��
���������	 distribution in the sense of 

Kullback -Leibler measure. 
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From Table 3 it is seen that the MinMaxEnt (the MaxMaxEnt) distribution is realized by vector function 

��, �b� = �1, c��� =��, ��� = �1, ���@ and 

�?�" = �������
������: �� = 0.0260387930,	 
�?f7 = ����
��
������: �� = 0.0260546553. 

From Table 4 it is seen that the MinMaxEnt (the MaxMaxEnt) distribution is realized by vector function 

��, �b, �d� = �1, c��, c��1 + ���� =��, ��, ��� = �1, �, c��1 + ����@ and  

�?�" = �������
������: �� = 0.0260457605, 
�?f7 = ����
��
������: �� = 0.0260565687. 

TABLE 3: The ���������� distribution corresponding to 
��, ��, ���� = 1, � ∈ �,�	and  ��� ∶ ��, �?�"	, �?f7	 values. 

�hi, h� �hi, hj� �hi, hk� �hi, hl� �hi, hm� �hi, hn� 

												���������� 
 

Distribution 

0.5029    0.1361    0.1366    
0.0579    0.0520    0.0338    
0.0247    0.0155    0.0187    

0.0219 

0.5039    0.1359    0.1362    

0.0577    0.0518    0.0337    

0.0246    0.0155    0.0187    

0.0221 

0.5025    0.1366    0.1371    

0.0581    0.0520    0.0337    

0.0246    0.0154    0.0185    

0.0216 

0.5040    0.1355    0.1362    
0.0578    0.0520    0.0338    
0.0247    0.0155    0.0187    

0.0219 

0.5027    0.1363    0.1369    
0.0580    0.0521    0.0338    
0.0246    0.0154    0.0185    

0.0216 
��� ∶ �� 0.0260533472 0.0260546553 0.0260387930 0.0260478159 0.0260435739 

 

TABLE 4: The ���������� distribution corresponding to 
	��, ��,			���� = 1, � ∈ �,� and ��� ∶ ��,				�?�"	, �?f7	values. 

�hi, h� �hi, hj, hk� �hi, hj, hl� �hi, hj, hm� �hi, hj, hn� �hi, hk, hl� 

 
���������k  

Distribution 

0.5034    0.1360    0.1363    
0.0578    0.0519    0.0337    
0.0247    0.0155    0.0187    

0.0220 

0.5034    0.1359    0.1364    
0.0578    0.0520    0.0338    
0.0247    0.0155    0.0187    

0.0219 

0.5028    0.1361    0.1367    
0.0579    0.0520    0.0338    
0.0247    0.0155    0.0187    

0.0218 

0.5036    0.1359    0.1362    

0.0577    0.0519    0.0338    

0.0247    0.0155    0.0187    

0.0220 

0.5033    0.1360    0.1364    
0.0578    0.0519    0.0337    
0.0247    0.0155    0.0187    

0.0220 
��� ∶ �� 0.0260556309 0.0260545291 0.0260534019 0.0260565687 0.0260559433 

 
�hi, h� �hi, hk, hm� �hi, hk, hn� �hi, hl, hm� �hi, hl, hn� �hi, hm, hn� 

 
���������k  

Distribution 

0.5039    0.1361    0.1362    
0.0576    0.0517    0.0336    
0.0246    0.0155    0.0188    

0.0221 

0.5035    0.1360    0.1363    
0.0578    0.0519    0.0337    
0.0247    0.0155    0.0187    

0.0220 

0.5033    0.1358    0.1365    
0.0579    0.0521    0.0338    
0.0247    0.0155    0.0186    

0.0218 

0.5032    0.1359    0.1367    

0.0580    0.0521    0.0338    

0.0247    0.0155    0.0186    

0.0217 

0.5034    0.1357    0.1364    
0.0579    0.0520    0.0338    
0.0247    0.0155    0.0186    

0.0218 
��� ∶ �� 0.0260553122 0.0260553622 0.0260499182 0.0260457605 0.0260492914 

 

TABLE 5: The ���������b distribution corresponding to 
��, ��,				���� = 1, � ∈ �,b and  ��� ∶ ��, 			�?�"	, �?f7	values. 

�hi, h� �hi, hj, hk, hl�	 �hi, hj, hk, hm�	 �hi, hj, hk, hn�	 �hi, hj, hl, hm�	 =hi, hj, hl,hn@	

									���������l 

 

Distribution 

0.5032    0.1362    0.1364    

0.0578    0.0518    0.0337    

0.0246    0.0155    0.0187    

0.0220 

0.5030    0.1365    0.1365    
0.0577    0.0518    0.0336    
0.0246    0.0155    0.0187    

0.0221 

0.5037    0.1357    0.1360    
0.0577    0.0520    0.0339    
0.0248    0.0156    0.0187    

0.0219 

0.5031    0.1366    0.1364    
0.0576    0.0517    0.0336    
0.0246    0.0155    0.0188    

0.0221 

0.5030    0.1368    0.1363    
0.0576    0.0517    0.0336    
0.0246    0.0155    0.0188    

0.0221 
��� ∶ �� 0.0260561615 0.0260580951 0.0260581141 0.0260617141 0.0260634885 
�hi, h� �hi, hk, hl, hn� �hi, hk, hl, hn� �hi, hk, hl, hn� �hi, hk, hl, hn� �hi, hk, hl, hn� 

								�	��������l 

 

Distribution 

0.5031    0.1367    0.1364    
0.0576    0.0517    0.0336    
0.0246    0.0155    0.0188    

0.0221 

0.5031    0.1364    0.1365    
0.0577    0.0518    0.0336    
0.0246    0.0155    0.0187    

0.0221 

0.5030    0.1366    0.1365    
0.0577    0.0517    0.0336    
0.0246    0.0155    0.0187    

0.0221 

0.5032    0.1364    0.1365    
0.0577    0.0518    0.0336    
0.0246    0.0155    0.0187    

0.0221 

0.5030    0.1369    0.1362    

0.0575    0.0516    0.0336    

0.0246    0.0155    0.0188    

0.0221 

��� ∶ �� 0.0260624197 0.0260574362 0.0260587230 0.0260571954 0.0260667248 
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TABLE 6: The ���������	 distribution corresponding to  
��, ��, ���� = 1, � ∈ �,	  and ��� ∶ ��, 	�?�"	, �?f7	 values. 

�hi, h� =hi, hj, hk,hl,hm@ =hi, hj, hk,hl,hn@ =hi, hj, hk,hm,hn@ =hi, hj, hl,hm, hn@ =hi, hk, hl,hm, hn@	
 
 
 
 
 

���������m Dist. 

0.5029 

0.1375 

0.1354 

0.0572 

0.0517 

0.0339 

0.0250 

0.0157 

0.0188 

0.0217 

0.5029 
0.1375 
0.1354 
0.0573 
0.0518 
0.0339 
0.0249 
0.0157 
0.0188 
0.0218 

0.5029 
0.1375 
0.1354 
0.0573 
0.0518 
0.0339 
0.0249 
0.0157 
0.0188 
0.0218 

0.5029 

0.1374 

0.1355 

0.0573 

0.0518 

0.0339 

0.0249 

0.0156 

0.0188 

0.0218 

0.5029 
0.1375 
0.1355  
0.0573  
0.0518 
0.0339 
0.0249 
0.0157 
0.0188 
0.0218 

��� ∶ �� 0.0260843817 0.0260829118 0.0260833086 0.0260786357 0.0260807828 

 
TABLE 7: Distributions of ������������?,			� = 1,2,3,4. 

t \W∗ �oWVoWVpqVU�j �oWVoWVpqVU�k �oWVoWVpqVU�l �oWVoWVpqVU�m 

0-1 0.5030 0.5025 0.5032 0.5032 0.5029 
1-2 0.1369 0.1366 0.1359 0.1362 0.1374 
2-3 0.1369 0.1371 0.1367 0.1364 0.1355 
3-4 0.0565 0.0581 0.0580 0.0578 0.0573 
4-5 0.0506 0.0520 0.0521 0.0518 0.0518 
5-6 0.0357 0.0337 0.0338 0.0337 0.0339 
6-7 0.0238 0.0246 0.0247 0.0246 0.0249 
7-8 0.0149 0.0154 0.0155 0.0155 0.0156 
8-9 0.0208 0.0185 0.0186 0.0187 0.0188 

9-10 0.0208 0.0216 0.0217 0.0220 0.0218 

 
TABLE 8:  Distributions of  ��
���������?,			� = 1,2,3,4. 

t \W∗ �orpoWVpqVU�j �orpoWVpqVU�k �orpoWVpqVU�l �orpoWVpqVU�m 

0-1 0.5030 0.5039 0.5036 0.5030 0.5029 
1-2 0.1369 0.1359 0.1359 0.1369 0.1375 
2-3 0.1369 0.1362 0.1362 0.1362 0.1354 
3-4 0.0565 0.0577 0.0577 0.0575 0.0572 
4-5 0.0506 0.0518 0.0519 0.0516 0.0517 
5-6 0.0357 0.0337 0.0338 0.0336 0.0339 
6-7 0.0238 0.0246 0.0247 0.0246 0.0250 
7-8 0.0149 0.0155 0.0155 0.0155 0.0157 
8-9 0.0208 0.0187 0.0187 0.0188 0.0188 

9-10 0.0208 0.0221 0.0220 0.0221 0.0217 

 
TABLE 9: The obtained results for ������������?,  � = 1,2,3,4. 

 

�oWVoWVpqVU�sDistribution 																			t�\ ∶ [� 

 Calculated value of  

Chi - Square 

Table value of  

Chi – Square 

 

RMSE 

������������� 0.0260387930 0.0118 uv	,w� =15.51 0.0338 
������������� 0.0260457605 0.0116 ux	,w� = 14.07 0.0333 
������������b 0.0260561615 0.0112 uy		,w� = 12.59 0.0329 
������������	 0.0260786357 0.0103 ud	,w� = 11.07 0.0317 

 
TABLE 10: The obtained results for ��
���������?,  � = 1,2,3,4. 

 

�orpoWVpqVU�sDistribution 

 

    t�\ ∶ [� 

Calculated value of  

Chi – Square 

Table value of  

Chi – Square 

 

RMSE 

��
���������� 0.0260546553 0.0115 uv	,w� =15.51 0.0332 
��
���������� 0.0260565687 0.0112 ux	,w� = 14.07 0.0329 
��
���������b 0.0260667248 0.0107 uy		,w� = 12.59 0.0323 
��
���������	 0.0260843817 0.0104 ud	,w� = 11.07 0.0320 
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From Table 5 it is seen that the MinMaxEnt (the MaxMaxEnt) distribution is realized by vector function 

��, ��, ��, �b� = �1, �, ��, c���=��, ��, �b, �d� = �1, ��, c��, c��1 + ����@ and 

�?�" = �������
�����b: �� = 0.0260561615,	
�?f7 = ����
��
�����b: �� = 0.0260667248.	

 

FIGURE 1: (a) �������������		distribution; (b) ��
���������� distribution. 

 

TABLE 11: Survival Analysis by	������������	. 

U VW XW YW z{�U� = �oWVoWVpqVU�m |}�U� ~}�U� �}�U� = z{�U�
~}�U� 

1 388 167 2 0.5029     0.5029     0.4971     1.0117     
2 219 45 1 0.1374     0.6403     0.3597     0.3820     
3 173 45 1 0.1355     0.7758     0.2242     0.6044     
4 127 19 0 0.0573     0.8331     0.1669     0.3433     
5 108 17 0 0.0518     0.8849     0.1151     0.4500     
6 91 11 1 0.0339     0.9188     0.0812     0.4175     
7 79 8 0 0.0249     0.9437     0.0563     0.4423     
8 71 5 0 0.0156     0.9593     0.0407     0.3833     
9 66 6 1 0.0188     0.9781     0.0219     0.8584 
10 59 7 0 0.0218 0.9999 0.0001 -- 

 
TABLE 12: Survival Analysis by	��
���������	. 

U VW XW YW z{�U� = �orpoWVpqVU�m |}�U� ~}�U� �}�U� = z{�U�
~}�U� 

1 388 167 2 0.5029 0.5029 0.4971 1.0117 
2 219 45 1 0.1375 0.6404 0.3596 0.3824 
3 173 45 1 0.1354 0.7758 0.2242 0.6039 
4 127 19 0 0.0572 0.8330 0.1670 0.3425 
5 108 17 0 0.0517 0.8847 0.1153 0.4484 
6 91 11 1 0.0339 0.9186 0.0814 0.4165 
7 79 8 0 0.0250 0.9436 0.0564 0.4433 
8 71 5 0 0.0157 0.9593 0.0407 0.3857 
9 66 6 1 0.0188 0.9781 0.0219 0.8584 
10 59 7 0 0.0217 0.9998 0.0002 -- 
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From Table 6 it is seen that the MinMaxEnt (the MaxMaxEnt) distribution is realized by vector function 

=�, ��, �b,�	, �d@ = �1, �, c� � , �c� ���, c��1 + ����	C=�, ��, ��,�b,�	@ = �1, �, ��, c� � , �c� ����D and 

 
FIGURE 2: (a) �������������		distribution; (b) ��
���������� distribution. 

 

 
FIGURE 3: (a) ������������b		distribution; (b) ��
���������b distribution. 

 

 
FIGURE 4: (a) ������������			distribution; (b) ��
���������	 distribution. 
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    =  ��         �4:  � =0.0260786357,  

    = � ��         �4:  � = 0.0260843817�. 

PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION, CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION, 
SURVIVAL FUNCTION AND HAZARD FUNCTION BY GEOM

In this section survival data analysis is conducted by 

tions �          �4	��          �4� is more presentable for survival data among 

Table 11 (Table 12) shows the MinMinxEnt (the MaxMinxEnt) estimators of Probability Density Fun

tion	 ̂� �, Cumulative Distribution Function 

results given in Table 11 (Table 12), graphics of

(Figure 6 (a)-6 (d)). 

    CONCLUSION 

As above it is noted that, Entropy Optimization Methods (EOM) have important applications, especially in 

statistics, economy, engineering and etc. There are several examples in the literature that known statistical 

data do not conform to theoretical distributions, however do conform the entropy optimization distributions 

well. Generalized Entropy Optimization Methods (G

MinMinxEnt, the MaxMinxEnt which are closest to statistical data and furthest from statistical data in the 

sense of Kullback-Leibler measures, respectively. 

FIGURE 5: (a) ������������			distribution (b) 

function (d) �{��� function 
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PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION, CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION,  
SURVIVAL FUNCTION AND HAZARD FUNCTION BY GEOM 

In this section survival data analysis is conducted by �          �4 ��          �4� distribution since the above acquired investig

is more presentable for survival data among �          � ��          � �,  = 1,2,⋯ ,4 distributions.

Table 11 (Table 12) shows the MinMinxEnt (the MaxMinxEnt) estimators of Probability Density Fun

, Cumulative Distribution Function  ̂� �, Survival Function  ̂� � and Hazard Function. On basis of the 

results given in Table 11 (Table 12), graphics of  ̂� �,  ̂� �,  ̂� � and �{� � are demonstrated in

As above it is noted that, Entropy Optimization Methods (EOM) have important applications, especially in 

economy, engineering and etc. There are several examples in the literature that known statistical 

data do not conform to theoretical distributions, however do conform the entropy optimization distributions 

well. Generalized Entropy Optimization Methods (GEOM) have suggested distributions in the form of the 

which are closest to statistical data and furthest from statistical data in the 

Leibler measures, respectively.  

 
  function (c) �����

FIGURE 6: (a) ��
���������			distribution 

function (d) �{��� function 
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distribution since the above acquired investiga-

distributions. 

Table 11 (Table 12) shows the MinMinxEnt (the MaxMinxEnt) estimators of Probability Density Func-

Function. On basis of the 

are demonstrated in Figure 5 (a) -5 (d) 

As above it is noted that, Entropy Optimization Methods (EOM) have important applications, especially in 

economy, engineering and etc. There are several examples in the literature that known statistical 

data do not conform to theoretical distributions, however do conform the entropy optimization distributions 

EOM) have suggested distributions in the form of the 

which are closest to statistical data and furthest from statistical data in the 

 

distribution (b)  function (c) �����
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The presence of censoring in the survival times leads to situation that for the survival data the sum of 

observation probabilities stands less than 1. For this reason in solving many problems it is required to 

supplement the sum of observation probabilities up to 1. Consequently, the basing of the admissibility of 

this method of supplementation acquires a new significance. Mentioned problem is solved by applying 

the MinMinxEnt and MaxMinxEnt methods so that among Entropy Optimization Distributions with re-

spect to the Kullback-Leibler measure it is chosen such which is closest to observed probability distribu-

tion. 

In this study, it is shown that ������������	 and ��
���������	 distributions more successfully repre-

sent Survival Data. Furthermore, in the sense of RMSE criteria ��
���������	 distribution is more 

suitable for statistical data than ������������	 distribution. These results are also corroborated by 

graphical representation. At the same time ������������	 is better than ��
���������	 distribution 

in the sense of Kullback-Leibler measure. Our investigation indicates that GEOM in survival data analy-

sis yields reasonable results. 
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